
About Us
Inomize is a professional research & development 
company specializing in ASIC design and 
manufacturing of hardware and software solutions for 
OEMs & ODMs.
The company enables the customer to get the 
maximum out of any given technology by pushing the 
technology to its limits, using the latest available tools,  
IPs, and practices to meet the customer’s project needs.

Inomize has R&D offices both in Israel and the UK. The 
company is a leading worldwide vendor providing 
analog IC, digital mixed-signal, ASIC, FPGA, and system 
design services to its international customers.
Inomize successfully delivers cutting-edge projects in 
artificial intelligence (AI), augmented reality (AR), 
machine learning (ML), automotive, industrial, IoT, space 
and aviation, high-performance computing, networking, 
video, radar, lidar, communication, modem, medical 
and consumer markets.

All services and products delivered by Inomize are fully 
supported by leading software packages, facilitating 
their integration into customer products and shortening 
customer's development schedule.

Inomize’s unique advantage
is in the understanding of the
overall technical system
requirements, target market
and limitations, paving the
way to the best-in-class ASIC.

All Markets

Our Services

Proven production success stories in AI, 
Automotive, Communication, Medical, 
Industrial, Space and Aviation markets

Industrial & IOT Medical Space and
Aviation

High Performance
Computing

AI / AR / VR

Communication
and modem

Automotive

From ideas, architecture, algorithms, design, 
software, verification, DFT, backend, P&R,  
analog, RF, high-speed converters, packaging,
testing and Q&R all the way to production.

Inomize is a TSMC Value 
Chain Aggregator 

Networking Video Radar

Inomize is your professional
partner for all of your ASIC needs

www.inomize.com
IL - Jerusalem

Headquarters:
6 Meir Ariel St. ,Netanya Israel

UK-London
UK-Reading
UK -Swindon

Tel: +972 72-277-5400
Fax: +972 72-277-5401

info@inomize.com

P&R BackEnd

Software

Inomize offers full backend services 
to help our customers move 
smoothly and easily into silicon 
production. 
Our industry-recognized team of 
experts provides all services needed 
to take your design into GDS2 and to 
production. 

Inomize offers full software services 
helping customers to integrate the 
deliveries into their products. Inomize 
delivers BSP, boot, RT OS, drivers and 
application support with comprehensive 
API's and documentation.
Our embedded firmware expertise 
allows us to provide high-quality 
software allowing easy usage of the 
complex hardware products. 

Inomize specializes in designing 
cutting-edge ASICs and systems 
for a wide range of applications. 
Our proven methodologies and 
systematic development process 
allow us to provide our customers 
with high-quality, First-time-right 
designs in a short time frame. 

ASIC

VCA

Inomize is a member in the TSMC Value 
Chain Aggregator (VCA) program.
A VCA member is an independent 
design service company working 
closely with TSMC to assist system 
companies, ASIC companies and 
emerging start-up companies to bring 
their innovation to production. 
Inomize provides expert services at 
each link in the IC value chain, including 
system design, IP development, 
frontend and backend design, wafer 
manufacturing, assembly, testing and 
supply chain management. 

Analog, RF & Power

Verification

Inomize brings an impressive 
portfolio of accomplishments in a 
broad range of ASIC and FPGA 
advanced design verification, debug, 
and validation methodologies 
working with startups and giants in 
the field of automotive, virtual and 
augmented reality, medical, and 
aerospace industries worldwide. 

Inomize offers turnkey analog, RF, 
and mixed-signal services. We 
deliver high-quality mixed-signal 
ASIC designs. 
Our Portfolio includes:
High-speed DACs, ADCs, RF 
transceivers, laser drivers, custom 
analog mixed-signal SoC, highly 
complex power management unit. 


